Big data and trade secrets: part 2

Concluding a two-part series, David A Prange discusses how to protect big data IP and the coming shortage of data scientists

The digital age and its enormous quantities of data – big data – have created new opportunities for recognising and capitalising on data-driven insights. In recent years, companies have accelerated investments in big data to identify consumer demand trends, product and equipment life cycles, and economic changes. These investments include the technology and processes for big data analytics, as well as personnel for performing those analytics. These investments result in developed intellectual property that may provide forthcoming competitive advantages.

Part I of this two-part series considered some legal strategies for protecting big data assets. Big data analytics present protection challenges based on their character – software, algorithms, and data consisting of generated raw data and the resulting analytic data results. Patent protection is more difficult to obtain as increased scrutiny is placed on “software” patents that otherwise simply automate mathematical calculations or sorting that could be done, in theory, without a computer. Trade secrets law offers an alternative for protecting big data assets. Passage of the US Defend Trade Secrets Act (“DTSA”) in 2015 may eliminate some of the state-to-state variations that often created uncertainty when using trade secret law to protect intellectual property. As a result, trade secrets law may become more attractive for protecting a company’s cultivated big data proprietary advantage.

Data scientist shortage and the increased risk to big data assets

Data science is an interdisciplinary field focused on processes and systems to extract information and insights from large structured and unstructured data sets. Data science professionals rely on mathematics, statistics, operations research, information science, and computer science to interpret, manage, and visualise information trends. Numerous universities now offer undergraduate and graduate programmes to prepare individuals for careers in the field. The current demand for data scientists significantly outpaces demand; some industry analysts predict a 50% shortfall of available data scientists for available jobs by 2018.²

This projected industry shortage of skilled individuals places greater risk on company big data intellectual property. As companies across industries cultivate strategic advantages with big data, pressure builds within and across industries for all market participants to use big data. The result is increased competition for available data scientists. Competition will make data scientists a highly sought-after kind of employee – and one that could leave with a business’ proprietary information unless properly managed.
Protecting big data assets: reasonable efforts paired with employment contracts

Complicating the challenges of potential data scientist mobility is the nature of big data software and data assets, which can be easily moved from computer to computer. This easy transportability suggests that companies should rely on a combination of physical measures and additional contract provisions to protect their big data investments. For information to be a trade secret, a company should take reasonable efforts to protect that information. If a company asserts a trade secret, the company may have to explain how it has kept the information confidential. Company sophistication matters. Larger, more sophisticated companies may be held to a higher standard than smaller or less sophisticated companies. Thus, precautions that measure any business should take to implement network security, such as network password protection, access limitations, and computer port limitations (for example, preventing flash drive use), may not be sufficient under the circumstances for protecting big data. Other physical protections may be necessary, including limited networks and avoiding cloud storage of information (unless the cloud itself is proprietarily protected). Actively cataloging the types of information protected as a trade secret in order to evaluate the existence of redundant protective measures serves as another good practice. The exercise, if documented, may be used at trial as an exhibit to help explain to a jury the different processes that are used to protect a company’s trade secret information. But doing such a study also has risks if the conclusions are not followed; a party challenging a trade secret may point to the lack of diligence as proof that reasonable measures were not taken to protect asserted trade secret information.

Protecting people assets—the data scientists—can be more difficult because they cannot be locked away like the software and data on which they work. Placing restrictions on data scientist employment opportunities potentially conflicts with the public goal of promoting worker mobility. Some US states recognize an “inevitable disclosure” doctrine, providing that an employee with knowledge of a trade secret can be prevented from working for a competitor on the theory that the individual’s work at the competitor will result in the “inevitable disclosure” of the trade secrets learned at the former employer. Other states have not endorsed this doctrine, or taken a middle position in which application of the doctrine depends on the type of individual or if there is a separate employment agreement. The DTSA takes an intermediate position in allowing for an injunction award against an individual. To enjoin an individual based on statutory trade secret misappropriation, there must be actual or threatened misappropriation as opposed to the individual possessing general knowledge. It can be more difficult to prevent a data scientist from leaving for a competitor if there is no specific misappropriation identified.

Adding limitations to an employment agreement that restrict future employment opportunities also may be difficult to enforce. Relying on a covenant not to compete to try and restrict data scientist mobility after termination means applying state law, which differs significantly across the US. There is no uniform statutory provision that reduces enforcement uncertainty. At the state level, many states will enforce a covenant not to compete provided the defined restriction is reasonable in purpose and scope. Other states, including California, consider such covenants void and unenforceable in many circumstances. This general prohibition, however, does not necessarily reach a limited restriction that focuses on the trade secrets of the former employer. In such a case, the trade secrets should be defined with sufficient specificity to put the employee on notice of what the employee cannot use once that employment terminates. The specificity should motivate companies to take steps to evaluate what information could be a trade secret and then provide education to employees on what this information is and how to use it. These types of provisions will also support a conclusion that certain information is a trade secret and the contractual provision is another reasonable effort taken to keep the information secret. Thus, while companies with big data assets may not be able to simply prohibit employees from moving to competitors, companies can limit former employee activities related to the company big data trade secret assets to which the employee was exposed.

Covenants not to compete tailored narrowly to address trade secrets should do several things beyond identifying the trade secrets with as much specificity as may be practicable at the time of contracting. The agreement should further include an employee acknowledgment addressing ownership, secrecy, and the fact that the employer has taken reasonable efforts to keep the information secret. The agreement should further include an obligation on the part of the employee to return all company property upon termination of employment. The agreement should also provide for continuing obligations on the part of the employee after termination to keep trade secret information secret. These types of provisions can and should likewise appear in company-to-company nondisclosure agreements that companies may use to further business collaboration.

Summary

Protecting big data assets has no easy solution—patent protection is more difficult to obtain and trade secret protection has been characterised as requiring “eternal vigilance” to police secrecy and company trust in its employees. In many respects, trade secret protection steps for big data assets are similar to protecting other types of trade secrets, such as chemical formulas or manufacturing processes. But software analytics and the data on which it works (and the data produced by the analytics) may be more easily portable by the nature of being software. There also may be a greater risk of loss because software practices that favour open source sharing may influence data scientist understanding about the scope of what is proprietary company information and what is not. The challenge to protect big data assets suggests using complementary protection strategies, focusing as much on the data scientists as the software and analytics themselves, to help keep secrets secret and competitive advantages arising from those secrets preserved.
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